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THESIS PORTFOLIO

1.0 Thesis Proposal
1.1 Design Hypothesis
As a material, plastic has many redeeming qualities, but as waste product, it is detrimental to our environment. This thesis aims to advance the
encapsulation of plastic waste within a new building component: cladding material and/or modular design element. To see plastic as a one-time
use material is short-sighted and doesn’t account for the potential which is inherent in this material composition. By examining any given city, you will
find a surplus of plastic waste -- whether it is at a landfill, recycling center, or littered throughout the streets. This plastic waste has the ability to be
something more. Buildings that are devastated by flooding could benefit from plastic timber foundations so as to prevent rot when exposed to water.
Plastic cladding on the sides of a building can filter light and withstand harsh natural elements. Through molding plastic into a new form or “module”
to be used for an architectural cladding system, I plan to explore the potential of plastic for reuse in architecture. This study will unravel the potential
of plastics materially, spatially and tectonically as a new raw material for architectural design.

What can recycled plastic do for architectural design?
How can plastic be used for more than a one-use object?
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In what way are people able to recognize new materials?

Figure 3.

1.1.1 Relevance of the Design
Hypothesis and Global Context

If all this plastic waste really was made up of plastic bottles, think about your role
in this, and how many plastic bottles you use weekly, yearly…we are all part of this
plastic cycle whether it is through the food we buy, the clothes we wear, or the cars
we drive. Plastic is a pervasive material in our everyday lives. What’s worrisome to
me is that the average plastic bottle will take 450 years to decompose. Other plastics
on average can take up to 1,000 years. Even then, it becomes microscopic – it doesn’t
just “go away”. Why not use this long-lasting and versatile material for something
more significant than a plastic bottle or other one-time use object?

1.0 THESIS PROPOSAL

The United States is responsible for about 20% of the global amount of plastic solid
waste generated yearly. When the grand total of production of solid plastics is about
150 million tons, we can roughly estimate that the U.S. share of this is about 30
million tons (Garcia, para. 2). That’s a huge number, so let’s think about it in terms of
a more manageable scale. The average plastic bottle is about 18 grams, so 30 million
tons could be represented by about 2.75 trillion plastic bottles. That’s still hard to
imagine. What if we lined up these 2.75 trillion plastic bottles, end to end, assuming
an average length of 8 inches? We could circle the earth 13,961 times, or we could take
a trip to the moon and back about 728 times. Let that sink in. That’s how much plastic
the U.S. wastes every year.

Figure 4.
Plastic waste covering all surface area in a river through Indonesia.

One-time use plastic objects surround us, and are generally very convenient for our
lives. What happens when we are finished using these plastic objects? My interest
lies in how I can create awareness of this plastic waste through architecture. By
creating a new use for plastic waste, and showcasing this to the public in some way, I
intend to bring awareness of the issue of plastic waste in our culture of consumption.
Artist-activist Olafur Eliasson, creates interactive installations on how we perceive
and interact with our surroundings - into complex geometry, motion patterns, and
color theory. He explains “I do not want to use a fear-based narrative, but we are
living in a climate emergency.” By leveraging an activist motive to bring awareness
and contemplate on our collective carbon footprint, Eliasson creates a visceral
dialog activating all our senses to provoke a widespread public response. As William
McDonough, the leading environmental architect of our time, has stated, “design
should be regenerative, and always consider what’s next.” By rethinking how plastic
can be used, I intend to alert and educate others on the potential of plastic as a
raw material, and how we can use this in architecture to create structures which
are stronger, more visually appealing, and more durable than what we are currently
building. Plastic is not a waste product. It is the future of architectural design.

Figure 5.
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China’s Chang Jiang (Yangtze) River, which flows past Shanghai, delivers almost 1.5 million tons of plastic waste into the Yellow Sea yearly.

Plastic waste generation, 2010

Total plastic waste generation by country, measured in tonnes per year. This measures total plastic waste
generation prior to management and therefore does not represent the quantity of plastic at risk of polluting
waterways, rivers and the ocean environment. High-income countries typically have well-managed waste streams
and therefore low levels of plastic pollution to external environments.

Total Plastic Waste by Country
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Total plastic waste generation by country, measured in tonnes
per year. This measures total plastic waste generation prior
to management and therefore does not represent the quanity
of plastic at risk of polluting waterways, rivers and the ocean
environment. High-income countries typically have well-managed
waste streams and therefore low levels of plastic pollution to
external environments (Jambeck, 2015).

Plastic waste
per
person,
2010
0 tonnesgeneration 2.5
million
tonnes

10 million tonnes
>50 million tonnes
Nowaste
data generation
1 million
tonnesmeasured in kilograms
5 million
25 million tonnes
Daily plastic
per person,
pertonnes
person per day. This measures
the overall
per capita plastic waste generation rate prior to waste management, recycling or incineration. It does not therefore
directly indicate the risk of pollution to waterways or marine environments.

Source: OWID based on Jambeck et al. (2015) & World Bank
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Plastic Waste Per Person
Daily plastic waste generation per person, measured in kg per
person per day. This measures the overall per capita plastic
waste generation rate prior to waste management, recycling or
incineration. It does not therefore directly indicate the risk of
pollution to waterways or marine environments (Jambeck, 2015).

Plastic waste0 kglittered, 2010

0.2 kg
0.4 kg
data littered by coastal 0.1
kg
0.3 kg
Annual plasticNo
waste
populations
within 50 kilometres of a coastline.
This represents plastic
waste with high risk of polluting surrounding rivers and the ocean.

>0.5 kg

Source: Jambeck et al. (2015)
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Global plastic waste littered, 2010
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Annual plastic waste littered by coastal populations within 50
km of a coastline. This represents plastic waste with high risk of
polluting surrounding rivers and the ocean (Jambeck, 2015).

0 tonnes
40,000 tonnes
No data
20,000 tonnes
Source: Jambeck et al. (2015)

100,000 tonnes
80,000 tonnes

>200,000 tonnes

FiguresCC
6-8.
BY

Looking at plastic waste as a global issue broadens the
spectrum for an examination as to which countries are the major
and minor plastic polluters. Leading the top of the list for total
waste generation per country are the U.S. and China. Several
countries top the list in plastic waste produced per person of each
country: Germany, the Netherlands, Ireland, Kuwait, and Guyana,
though the U.S. is not far behind.
Most relavant to this project is the total amount of plastic
waste littered annually per country when considering the coastal
population in particular. Again, both U.S. and China top the list at
over 100,000 tonnes each, though now Japan has also been added
to this list of top polluters from coastal populations. This does not
necessarily mean that coastal populations produce more plastic
waste than other areas of the country, but it does show that they
are not stopping the flow of plastic waste from their city (or more
inland cities) of waste into the oceans. This is a large amount of
responsibility as these coastal populations can act as the last line
of defense for plastic waste.
Inadequately managed waste is also a large problem for
countries that do not have investments in recycling or trash pickup programs, and these are generally countries around the African
coast which border the Atlantic and Indian oceans as well as many
countries in South Asia.
The top country with documented mismanaged waste is
China, and from the image on the left, we can see that plastic waste
is not fully contained in proper waste locations such as recycling
centers and landfills. The projected future of this mismanaged
waste is estimated to become worse if something is not done soon
to correct this system.
With the large amounts of waste that are being emitted
from individual countries, it is of paramount importance to educate
as many people as possible of the detrimental effects our actions
are having on the planet. The reasoning is not a simple one, as
these effects also directly affect us.
As the trash from our cities and surrounding environments
washes into our waterways, it spreads across the globe to form
large patches of garbage such as the one being documented as
“The Great Pacific Garbage Patch”. At twice the size of Texas, and
with 80,000 metric tons of plastic trash, this massive pile of human
plastic waste has created its own island, though no living thing has
survive on it.
The items which end up in our waterways have not
necessarily reached their final destination, since plastic is
constantly being broken down into smaller and smaller pieces. It
was continuously pass through a cycle of waste, while leaching
toxic chemicals into our environment.

Share of plastic waste that is inadequately managed, 2010

Share of total plastic waste that is inadequately managed. Inadequately disposed waste is not formally managed
and includes disposal in dumps or open, uncontrolled landfills, where it is not fully contained. Inadequately
managed waste has high risk of polluting rivers and oceans. This does not include 'littered' plastic waste, which is
approximately 2% of total waste (including high-income countries).

Mismanaged Plastic Waste
Inadequately disposed waste is not formally managed and includes disposal
in dumps or open, uncontrolled landfills, where it is not fully contained.
Inadequately managed waste has high risk of polluting rivers and oceans.
This does not include “littered” plastic waste, which is approximately 2% of
total waste, including high-income countries (Jambeck, 2015).

Global share of mismanaged plastic waste derived from a given country. Mismanaged waste is the sum of littered
No disposed
data 0% waste.
10%
20% disposed waste
40% is not formally60%
80% disposal in 100%
or inadequately
Inadequately
managed and includes
dumps or open, uncontrolled landfills, where it is not fully contained. Mismanaged waste could eventually enter the
ocean via inland waterways, wastewater outflows, and transport by wind or tides.
Source: Jambeck et al. (2015)
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Share of global mismanaged waste, 2010

CC BY

Global Total Mismanaged Plastic Waste
Global share of mismanaged plastic waste derived from a given country.
Mismanaged waste is the sum of littered or inadequately disposed waste.
Inadequately disposed waste is not formally managed and includes disposal
in dumps or open, uncontrolled landfills, where it is not fully contained.
Mismanaged waste could eventually enter the ocean via inland waterways,
wastewater outflows, and transport by wind or tide (Jambeck, 2015).

Projected share of global mismanaged plastic waste in 2025

Projected share of global mismanaged waste produced in 2025. This is measured as the total mismanaged waste
by populations within 50km of the coastline, and therefore defined as high risk of entering the oceans. Mismanaged
plastic waste is defined as "plastic that is either littered or inadequately disposed. Inadequately disposed waste is
data 0%
0.1%
0.5%
2.5%
5%
10%
20%
30%
not formallyNo
managed
and includes
disposal
in dumps1%
or open, uncontrolled
landfills, where
it is not
fully contained.
Mismanaged waste could eventually enter the ocean via inland waterways, wastewater outflows, and transport by
wind orJambeck
tides." et al. (2015)
Source:

Figure 12.
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Future Mismanaged Plastic (by 2025)

No data 0%
Source: Jambeck et al. (2015)
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Figures 9-11.
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This projection is measured as the total mismanaged waste by populations
within 50 km of the coastline, and therefore defined as high risk of entering
the oceans. Mismanaged plastic waste is defined as “plastic that is either
littered or inadequately disposed. Inadequately disposed waste is not
formally managed and includes disposal in dumps or open, uncontrolled
landfills, where it is not fully contained. Mismanaged waste could eventually
enter the ocean via inland waterways, wastewater outflows, and transport
by wind or tides” (Jambeck, 2015).
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Study Result:
Microplastics Found in 93% of Bottled Water
Lowest & highest number of plastic particles found per liter of bottled water:
259 bottles of water | 11 brands | 9 countries
Plastics found: polypropylene, nylon, & polyethylene terephthalate
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0-2,267

Bottled water does not contain less microplastic or
nanoplastic contaminants than what is found in tap water. A
2017 tap water study conducted by Orb Media shows that for
microplastics around 100 microns, there were nearly twice the
amount of particles in bottled water per liter (10.2) than in tap
water (4.45). “If your tap water is of high quality, that’s always
better,” said Scott Belcher, professor of toxicology at North
Carolina State University. “If you have contaminated and unsafe
drinking water, bottled water may be your only alternative.”
As a disclosure, the bottled water companies in the study by
Orb Media refute the results of the levels of plastic found in
their bottled water, stating that they are exagerated or inflated
(Tyree, n.d.).

0-4,713

Research conducted in 2018 by Orb Media, a nonprofit
journalism organization based in Washington, D.C., shows that
tests on more than 250 bottles from 11 leading brands reveal
widespread contamination with plastic debris including
polypropylene, nylon, and polyethylene terephthalate (PET).
The level of plastics and the water bottle brands are shown in
the chart (right).

9-5,160

While we think that bottled water is our safest route to drinking
clean water, many people may be surprised to know that
microplastics (and nanoplastics as seen under a microscope)
are prevalent in the bottled water we assume is safe. Bottled
water is marketed as the very essence of purity. It’s the fastestgrowing beverage market in the world, valued at $147 billion
per year.

0-5,230
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Amount of Plastic Found in Bottled
Water - Global Study

Figure 14.
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Ultraviolet light and
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particles and destroy 99.99% of
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Water is stored and treated
additionally with Ozone to
further sanitize before the
bottling begins.
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Activated carbon filtration
removes chlorine, taste, & odor
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filter catches any residual
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07

The cleaned and sanitized
bottles are filled with the
treated water and distributed.

Household Dust
10 microns

Smoke
1 micron

40 microns

Levels of microplastic ingestion are currently unknown. Even
less is known about how such particles interact in the body.
It may be the case that microplastics simply pass straight
through the gastrointestinal tract without impact or interaction
(Wang 2016).

Fishing gear, for example, has been shown to cause abrasion
and damage to coral reef ecosystems upon collision. Ecosystem
structures can also be impacted by plastics following
interference of substrate with plastics (impacting on light
penetration, organic matter availability and oxygen exchange).

Pet Hair/Dander
5 microns

Pollen
30 microns

It is possible for microplastics to be passed up to higher levels
in the food chain. This can occur when a species consumes
organisms of a lower level in the food chain which has
microplastics in the gut or tissue (Galloway, 2015). The presence
of microplastics at higher levels of the food chain in fish has
been documented (Güven, 2017)(Jabeen 2017).

Interaction includes contact with plastic debris (with exception
of entanglement) including collisions, obstructions, abrasions
or use as substrate. There are multiple scenarios where this
can have an impact on organisms.

Particle Unit (Microns) Reference Scale

Dust Mite Debris
9 microns

For human health, it is the smallest particles — micro- and
nano-particles which are of greatest concern. Particles must
be small enough to be ingested. There are several ways by
which plastic particles can be ingested: orally through water,
consumption of marine products which contain microplastics,
through the skin via cosmetics (identified as highly unlikely but
possible), or inhalation of particles in the air (Revel 2018).

Interaction From Humans

Figure 15.

Human Hair
80-100 microns

Effects of Plastic on Humans

Mold Spores
3 microns

INVISIBLE TO THE HUMAN EYE

0.3 microns

Figure 16.

Figure 17.
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WATER
SOFTENING

A 5-micron filter removes sand
silt, dirt, and other sediment
from the water before heading
to the sofening process.
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PREFILTRATION

Effects of Plastic on Marine Wildlife
Entanglement

THESIS PORTFOLIO

Entrapping, encircling or constricting of marine animals by
plastic debris has been documented for at least 344 species to
date, including all marine turtle species, more than two-thirds
of seal species, one-third of whale species, and one-quarter of
seabirds. Entanglement by 89 species of fish and 92 species of
invertebrates has also been recorded (Kühn, 2015).
Entanglements most commonly involve plastic rope and netting
(Gall, 2015) and abandoned fishing gear (Kühn, 2015). However,
entanglement by other plastics such as packaging have also
been recorded.

(From Top Left, Clockwise) Figures 18-22 are
examples of animal interaction and entanglement
with plastic, as well as ingestion of plastic.

Figure 23.

Ingestion
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Ingestion of plastic can occur unintentionally, intentionally,
or indirectly through the ingestion of prey species containing
plastic and it has now been documented for at least 233 marine
species, including all marine turtle species, more than onethird of seal species, 59% of whale species, and 59% of seabirds
(Kühn, 2015). Ingestion by 92 species of fish and 6 species of
invertebrates has also been recorded.
Ingestion of plastics can have multiple impacts on organism
health. Large volumes of plastic can greatly reduced stomach
capacity, leading to poor appetite and false sense of satiation
(Day, 1985). Plastic can also obstruct or perforate the gut, cause
ulcerative lesions, or gastric rupture. This can ultimately lead
to death.
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33% of whale
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Species Which Have Been
Found Entangled by Plastic in
Oceans and Waterways

100% of sea turtle
species
(of 7 total)

25% of sea bird
species
(of at least 103)

89 species of fish

92 species of
invertebrates

more than 33% of
seal species
(of 18 total)

59% of whale
species
(of 35 known)

59% of sea bird
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(of at least 103)

89 species of fish

92 species of
invertebrates
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Species Which Have Been
Found to Have Ingested Plastic
from Oceans and Waterways

100% of sea turtle
species
(of 7 total)

Process losses 4%

Mechanical polymer recycling 12%
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300

330

180

110

260
(100%)

Collected for Recyling 16%

Durable
Incinerated 25%

Landfills 40%
Non-Durable

Unmanaged dumps or
leaks 19%

Plastic Production

Applications

Waste Creation

Figures 25-26.
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Polystyrene (PS)
Cutlery, plates, cups

Polypropylene (PP)
Potato chip bags, microwave
dishes, bottle caps

Low-density polyethylene (LDPE)
Bags, trays, containers, food
packaging film

The majority of plastic waste in the U.S. currently goes to landfills and incineration. The chart above depicts
global polymer flows in millions of metric tons per annum per 2016 data.

High-density polyethylene (HDPE)
Shampoo bottles, milk bottles,
freezer bags, ice cream containers

How Plastic is Disposed of in the U.S.

Polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
Water bottles, dispensing
containers

Figure 24.

Expanded Polystyrene (EPS)
Protective packaging, hot drink
cups

Virgin Plastic

Figure 27.

With a focus of ordering new materials or specifying a custom-built piece for a
project, Architects and Contractors don’t typically think of reuse or adapting recycled
materials for use in a new project. The creation of new waste happens when we
do not take advantage of the existing materials in our environment or utilize new
materials to their full potential. A rough estimate shows that the building industry
is responsible for about 20-30% of our plastic waste each year, though packaging is
about 60% of the total. This seems to suggest that consumer packaging should be the
more pressing issue to be addressed.

Figures 28-29.
Construction sites are more often recycling and re-using their waste in the last decade rather than sending it all to a
landfill. Organizing by metal, plastic, wood, and general waste helps to cut down on future costs and can also be beneficial
for the contractors when touting their environmental consciousness.

Plastic Waste in Consumer Consumption
One-Time Use Products

1.0 THESIS PROPOSAL

Plastic Waste in Architecture and Construction

Figures 31-37.

While many companies and brands still use plastic as a primary
source for packaging and shipping their items for consumers,
others are making the switch to paper-based and other
biodegradable packaging.
Yum! Brands (parent company of Taco Bell, KFC, and Pizza Hut) aim to eliminate all
styrofoam packaging by 2022. The company also wants to make all its packaging
recyclable, compostable, or reusable by 2025.

14 %

Nestlé is planning to invest roughly $2.06 billion to shift from virgin plastics to
food-grade plastics (attempting to reduce virgin plastic use by 1/3 by year 2025).
Starbucks has 10-year sustainability targets focused on reducing its carbon
emissions, water use, and waste.

Plastic Waste by Sector Legend

5%

5%
59 %

PACKAGING
NON-PACKAGING HOUSEHOLD

8%

CONSTRUCTION & DEMOLITION
ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT
AUTOMOTIVE

5%
4%

AGRICULTURE
OTHER
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Figures 30.

Plastic Creation from Synthetic
Substance/Material

World Event with Relevance

Plastic Creation from Synthetic
Substance/Material

Development of Synthetic Plastics
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German chemist Eugen Baumann creates
the first polyvinyl chloride (PVC) though
he never filed a patent (Bellis, 2019).
Friedrich Klatte patents PVC when he
invents a new method of polymerization
of vinyl chloride using sunlight (Bellis,
2019).
Scientists at Badische Anilin & SodaFabrik (BASF) successfully develop
polystyrene (Isowall Group, 2018).
A cheap oil supply post-WWI allows Dow
Chemical to easily introduce polystyrene
to the U.S (Isowall Group, 2018).
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1907
1913

1929

1935
1937

A group of British scientists apply
Caruthers’ work and create the first
commercial polyester, Terylene
(Professor Plastics 2013/2018).

1945

DuPont purchases legal rights and
creates another polymer, Dacron
(Professor Plastics 2013/2018).

1948

Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI), with a
local venture firm, Marlborough Teeside
Management, create the first bioplastics
company, Marlborough Biopolymers.
Their bioplastics are made by bacteria
and are called Biopol, which can be
processed into strips, filaments, chips,
panels, and powders (Barrett, 2018).

Polyethylene is previously discovered several times, though
chemists didn’t know what to do with it. Eric Fawcett and
Reginald Gibson at Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) see its
uses and patent it (Deffree, 2019).

1933

1945

Dow Chemical introduces Styrofoam,
a form of polystyrene foam insulation
and the most recognizable form of foam
polystyrene packaging (it is extruded
polystyrene) (Isowall Group, 2018).

Belgian-born American Leo Baekland invents Bakelite, which
was the first synthetic plastic (not derived from plants or
animals, but rather fossil fuels). This is said to have been the
start of the global plastics industry.
World War I

1914-1918

WWII begins. W.H. Caruthers discovers
polyester in a DuPont lab, but set it aside
while he worked on his new nylon
(Professor Plastics 2013/2018).

Polyester is beginning to dominate the
fabric (and in turn fashion) industry
(Professor Plastics 2013/2018).

Figure 15.

1872

1939

Nylon is discovered by W.H. Caruthers in a DuPont lab.
Originally used for women’s hosiery, it was soon rationed for
war manufacturing of parachutes and ropes (Knight, 2014).
WWII ends; U.S. and Russia enter into Cold War.

1941
WWII ends; U.S. and Russia enter into Cold War.

1946
Tupperware is mass produced for household use (Knight, 2014).

1954
1973-1974
1977
1979

2010

1983

Arab members of the Orgainization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) places an oil embargo on the U.S. This causes
a shift in the thinking of plastics (made from fossil fuels) to
looking at biobased plastics (Office of the Historian).
Iranian Revolution and Iran-Iraq War causes expensive oil
prices, huge debts, and deficits in Western democracies. This
will lead to overproduction and oversupply of oil in the 1980’s,
making it less urgent to find alternatives to oil-based plastics
(Barrett, 2018).
Frenchman Remy Lucas established Algopack, the first
bioplastics company that uses seaweed as biomass. Unlike
other plants, seaweed doesn’t need fertilizers, pesticides,
herbicides, or land. The seaweed bioplastics biodegrade within
12 weeks in soil and only 5 hours in water (Barrett, 2018).

(From Top Right, Clockwise) Figures 38-49.

1.1.2 Underlying Principles of the Design
Hypothesis to Proposed Project
Typology
1.0 THESIS PROPOSAL

Particular characteristics of strength geometry, and stability need to be determined
for the creation of this module piece, comprised entirely of previously-used plastic.
Many attempts have been made in the construction, scientific, and design fields to
attempt to utilize this vast raw material -- which many people consider to be garbage.
Plastic has nearly unlimited potentials of use, though the forms which have been
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A Selection of Industry-Applicable Plastic Reuse Products:
The Image below demonstrates the process taken from the initial plastic entering the
shredder, process of heating and then compacting the pastic which fuses the pieces, and
lastly how these “blocks” can be used as a structural wall.

MacRebur Products “Plastic Roads”
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Figure 50.
A company titled ByFusion has created a new building
module which “converts 100% of plastic waste into...
[a building block], diverting it from landfills and the
environment. The Blocker can process any type of plastic
without needing to clean, sort, or process it first, using
steam and compression to reshape it into a product that
is the same size of a common cinder-block but does not
crack or crumble” (Business Wire, 2019).
This addresses plastic waste to an extent where normally
unrecyclable plastics can be useful once again.

Figure 51.
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The New Raw has also created designs from 3D-printed filament, made from recycled plastic. Their designs are focused on use
within the public space to create long-lasting and high-value applications.
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(From Top Right, Clockwise) Figures 52-57.
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(From Left) Figures 58-61.
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Dirk Vander Kooij experiments with furniture design through his use of recycled plastic pieces. His earlier work was comprised
of 3D-printed chairs from recylced refrigerators. His more recent work seems to emphasize color and form with a new technique
of pressing and molding the plastic.
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(From Left) Figures 62-64.
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ByFusion “ByBlock”
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Determining a Stable Form of Geometry

Most Stable Form

Unstable Form

Unstable Form

Force is applied to the following shapes: square, pentagon,
and hexagon. As this force is applied, the joints rotate easily
without bracing or an inherent balance within the geometry,
and consequently, the shape deforms. These shapes must be
stabilized cross-wise to maintain their original form when force
is applied. When the shapes are braced, triangles are formed,
reinforcing the known strength of this shape.

Deformation Occurs

Stable Form

APPLIED
FORCE

Unstable Form
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Stable Form

APPLIED
FORCE

The shapes examined for this project are of the most basic:
triangle, square, pentagon, and hexagon. Of these shapes,
their structural integrity was recorded through reaction to
compression and tension forces.
When force is applied to corners in a triangle, the triangle does
not alter its shape easily. In a triangle, when a force is applied
to one corner, the opposite side acts in compression, while the
adjacent side acts in tension. This balancing of forces maintains
the shape and results in the most stable structured form.

Deformation Occurs

Deformation Occurs

Stable Form

Stable Form

Figure 65.

From 2D to 3D Geometries
1.0 THESIS PROPOSAL

Geodesic Domes by Buckminster Fuller

Figure 66.

Figure 67.

In an effort to span a large area of space, while using few
internal supports, dome structures are often utilized by
architects and engineers. “The world’s first geodesic dome
was a planetarium designed for the Carl Zeiss optical
works in Jena, Germany, by Dr. Walter Bauersfeld in 1922—
30 years” (Rybczynski, 2008) though Buckminster Fuller
brought the geodesic dome to popular use in the 1950s.
The strength of the geodesic dome is attributed to its
“fixed sides [with] triangles that form the framework of
a dome [which] transfer force more evenly through their
sides than other shapes” (Fdomes, 2016).

Structural study and model construction of the geodesic dome by architecture student Merve Sanli.

Figure 69.

(From Left) Figures 70-80.
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Figure 68.

THESIS PORTFOLIO

From 2D to 3D Geometries
Le Grand Louvre by I.M. Pei

The construction of pyramids date back to
civilizations of the Mesopotamian, Mayan, and
Egyptian. Built as early as 2630 B.C., these structures
have stood (though some have fallen prey to natural
disasters or plundering), towering triumphatly and
exuding power.
In Paris, Pei’s addition to the world’s pyramids, is of the
same size and scale of the Pyramid of Giza in Egypt.
“For Pei, the glass pyramid provided a symbolic
entry that had historical and figural importance that
reinforced the main entry” (Souza, 2010).

Figure 83.

Figure 81.
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Figure 87.

Figure 82.

Figure 84.

Figure 85.

Figure 86.

Figure 88.

30 St Mary Axe (“The Gherkin”) by Foster + Partners

The organically-influenced tower was at one point compared to an egg by project architect Robin Partington,
while Norman Foster later referenced a pinecone. To add credibility to the design, the team “constructed a
lineage for the Gherkin that stretched back to the work of Buckminster Fuller” (Massey, 2013). The building is
encased by an exterior curtain wall of clear diamond-shaped double-glazed panels as well as an interior
curtain wall of rectangular single-glazed panels. This is to allow the building to be cooled mechanically or
through natural ventilation depending on the weather/temperature.

2.0 SITE

From 2D to 3D Geometries

With its diagrid structure and double-curving glazed skin, the Gherkin evoked the U.S. Pavilion’s five-eighths
geodesic sphere stretched vertically (which, consequentially improved its aerodynamics). The building
notably emphasizes a lucid geometry of circles and triangles.

Figure 93.

(From Top Left, Clockwise) Figures 94-97.
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(From Top Left, Clockwise) Figures 89-92.

THESIS PORTFOLIO

1.2 Proposed Project Nature,
Context, and Rationale
This project built form is comprised of recycled plastic which
is shredded, melted then cooled into a reconstituted sheet of
plastic. From this plastic sheet, modular geometric pieces are
cut. These pieces are then heated over a spherical device or
“gig” which creates the curvature of the form. These modular
pieces will be assembled, creating a structure to be erected in
a public space (typically outdoors). The structure will be large
enough to accommodate multiple people moving through the
assemblage in various directions.
By using the measurements of the human body, along with a
study of various commonly-found plastics, an ideal plastic to
be used for this project will be determined. This exploration
intends to outline the characteristics, capability for re-use,
strength, resistance to natural forces, and safety for people
assembling and inhabiting the space, among other aspects to
focus on a particular plastic to be used for this intervention.

Fire Resistance
The chemical structure of the plastic determines varying
levels of fire resistance. Cellulose acetate for example are
burnt slowly. PVC plastic does not catch fire easily. More
fireproof materials are made from phenol formaldehyde.

Weather Resistance
Most plastics are not capable of withstanding large
amounts of sunlight as this leads to the plastic becoming
brittle. Adding pigment or fillers helps to absorb or reflect
UV rays on the surface.

Maintenance
By not needing surface finishing, coats of paint, etc., most
plastics require relatively low maintenance.

Humidity
Depending on the chemical structure of the plastic, there
are varying levels of humidity resistance per each type.
PVC is pipes offer great resistance to moisure, whereas
cellulosic materials are largely affected by moisture.

12:00 p.m.
March 21st

Weight

9:30 a.m.
March 21st

The low specific gravity of plastic at around 1.3 - 1.4 allows
for its ability to be easily transported.

Fixing

Sound Absorption

To fix a plastic material’s position, many techniques can
be used -- gluing, bolting, drilling, etc. are all effective
solutions.

Acoustical benefits can be achieved by utilizing the
refractive and reflective nature of different kinds of plastic.

Appearance & Finishing

Electric Insulation

Color, gloss, and texture are important elements relating
to the appearance of a particular plastic to be used in a
project. Many finishing types can be given to plastics. With
technical control, mass production allows for a uniform
finish on plastic.

Plastic is generally overall a good electric insulator. When
used as lining for electric cables and for electric tools, the
material allows protection against electric shock.

Optical Property
Transparency of plastics can vary on many levels. Fully
Transparent to Opaque allows for many different uses of
plastic materials.

Appearance & Finishing

Optical Property

Melting Point
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Tampa, FL is at a Latitude of 28° N.

(From Left) Figures 98-100.

Durability

Ductility

Depending on the surface hardness of the plastic, they are
like to withstand insects, bacteria, and other destructive
forces.

The ductility nature of plastic is low. Tensile stresses acting
on plastic may cause it to fail if the plastic is too thin.

Mass-produced

High-density polyethylene
5.5 billion kg 10.3%

0.9 billion kg 0.0%

PVC
Low-density polyethylene
7.4 billion kg

5.3%

LDPE
Polypropylene
7.2 billion kg

0.6%

PP

Figure 101.

PS

0.9%

STRESS VS. STRAIN

can be recycled at
least 10 times

shatterproof: will not
break or fracture

fibers and fabrics
bottles, jars, and
packaging

highly transparent
variety of colors
lightweight
protection against gases
and liquids
highly resistant to acids, oils,
and alcohols

plastic bottles
corrosion-resistant
piping
geomembranes
plastic lumber

doesn’t contain BPA,
phthalates, heavy
metals or allergens
doesn’t give off
harmful fumes
it can leach estrogenic
chemicals

often replaces
heavier metals
seen as “lightweight
and strong”

very stiff
variety of colors
good temperature resistance can be recycled at
least 10 times
high strength-to-density ratio
very good water vapor
barrier

requires high strain
to break
shows necking and
crazing when
stretched
soft and tough

piping, polyvinyl
flooring, and siding
medical devices
cable coatings
plumbing and
automotive parts

contains dangerous
chemical additives
including phthalates,
lead, cadmium, and/
or organotines
toxins can leach out or
evaporate into the air

replacement for
metal pipes/tubes
due to resistant
to corrosion/
degradation

relatively low cost
lightweight
resistant to environmental,
chemical, and alkaline
degradation
high hardness
abrasion resistance

difficult to recycle
incineration
releases chlorine
which produces
the poison dioxin

high tensile strength
in the case of rigid
PVC

plastic bags and
wraps
trays, containers,
bottles, and snapon lids
six-pack rings
playground slides

doesn’t contain BPA,
and is considered a
low-toxin plastic
it can leach estrogenic
chemicals

replacement for
glass containers
traditonally for
similar uses;
natural fibers

generally thinner and more
flexible than other plastics
has good chemical
resistance, high impact
strength, and strong wear
absorption

difficult to recycle
as many facilities less tensile strength,
but greater
do not have the
ductility
means to process
materials this thin

doesn’t contain BPA
can leach toxins into
food

replacement for
industrial steel
components;
cotton in sanitary
products

stiffer than most plastics
resistant to heat, many
organic solvents, acids, and
alkalines
lightweight
tough
flexible

has good tensile
low recycling rate
strength
not as economically products made
viable to recycle
with PP are about
PP as it is for other
3x stronger than
plastics
those made with
steel

rigid plastic or
paper containers

rigid
relatively hard
has excellent gamma
radiation redistance
good electrical properties
poor chemical and UV
resistance

expanded PS is
considered waste
and cannot be
recycled
other PS products
are often not
recyclable

used for hot food
containers
thermal vests
car parts
disposable diapers
and sanitary pad
liners

Polystyrene
2.2 billion kg

ABILITY FOR RE-USE

replacement for
doesn’t contain BPA
glass containers
extremely stable, inert,
traditonally for
tough, and essentially
similar uses;
safe for normal
natural fibers
handling

HDPE
Poly(vinyl chloride)

PROPERTIES /
CHARACTERISTICS

take-out foam
packaging
egg cartons
bike helmets

due to heat or oils,
PS can leach styrene
(a brain and nervous
system toxicant),
affecting genes,
lungs, liver, and
immune system

brittle; has poor
impact strength)
has a medium-high
tensile strength

1.0 THESIS PROPOSAL

4.5 billion kg 19.5%

USE AS MATERIAL
SUBSTITUTE
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Percentage recycled

Poly(ethylene terephthalate)

ENVIRONMENTAL
& SAFETY IMPACT

PET

KEY:

Comparison of Select Plastics

USED FOR
PRODUCING

1.3 Precedent Analysis & Case Studies
The sequence is a monumental public sculpture designed by Belgian artist and

THESIS PORTFOLIO

designer Arne Quinze. The artistic intervention located in the heart of Brussels is
made from wood and concrete, connecting the Flemish Parliament to the House of
Representatives physically and symbolically. Acting as a bridge bween the public
and the government neighbors, it promotes urban interaction and communication
(Gestalten, 2009).

ARTIST
ARNE QUINZE
TITLE
THE SEQUENCE
PROJECT DATE
NOVEMBER 2008
PROJECT LOCATION
BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

(From Top, Clockwise) Figures 102-104.
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TAKEAWAYS:
UTILIZE/ENGAGE EMPTY SPACE • COLOR VARIETY • MATERIAL REUSE

Opaque

Day vs. Night

Light Quality

(From Far Left, Clockwise) Figures 106-111.

Senses_Visual

Path Direction Vs. Canopy

Senses_Spatial

1.0 THESIS PROPOSAL

Pattern

Movement

(From Left) Figures 112-114.
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Figure 105.
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ARTIST
ARUP ASSOCIATES
TITLE
TEMPORARY PERMANENCE
PROJECT DATE
2016
PROJECT LOCATION
SHANGHAI, CHINA

(From Top, Clockwise) Figures 115-117.

The Urbanism & Architecture Biennale brief called for an urban intervention concerned with Re-Use
and Re-Thinking; a gathering space in which the local community of Shanghai’s Siping District could
congregate within, play amongst, and manipulate. The structure is a simple repetitive cruciform module;
utilsing recycled off-cuts of commercial polycarbonate sheeting and laser cutting into shape. These were
lightweight yet robust enough to be taken apart and reformed in other configurations. The modules
slot-connect to one another requiring no fixings, meaning that time and the ability to alter provides a
simple means for community participation through all age groups and user types. This allows the groups
to reconfigure the structure, creating various forms, inverted displays, partition, etc. The combination of
the bright opaque modules and the structural openings provide a sense of lightness, contrast and focus
against the local context of the trees and traditional brick, render and stone streetscape (ArchDaily, 2016).
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TAKEAWAYS:
MODULAR, INDIVIDUAL PIECES • UTILIZE WOULD-BE SCRAP MATERIAL • INTERLOCKING • UTILIZE EMPTY SPACE • INTERACTION

Translucence

Repetition

(From Left, Clockwise) Figures 119-122.

Senses_Visual

1.0 THESIS PROPOSAL

Pattern

Human Scale

Senses_Spatial

(From Left) Figures 123-124.

Joinery

Smooth

Figure 118.

(From Left, Clockwise) Figures 125-127.
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Senses_Touch

A splash of colors for Santiago centre Huellas Artes interprets
the human footprint as an artistic trail in Santiago city. It is
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a cultural engine fueled by the passing flow of citizens and
visitors from around the Bellas Artes metro station, a highly
cultural area of downtown Santiago. It is an architectural
intervention that proposes a new use scene in a fully
unclosed outdoor space. The project was developed over a
metro station, which currently operates as a non-functional
plaza. The idea is to revitalize this site as a catalyst of
activities related to the constant flow of people that the
station attracts. The ephemeral nature of the work enhances
the excitement of having lived a particular experience, which
encourages greater attention to spaces that are used daily
and on which people rarely stop. It is an invitation to discover
the places where we usually believe there is nothing else
(100Architects, n.d.).

ARCHITECT
100 ARCHITECTS
TITLE
HUELLAS ARTES
PROJECT DATE
MAY 2014, 3-DAY EXHIBIT

(From Top, Clockwise)

PROJECT LOCATION
SANTIAGO, CHILI
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TAKEAWAYS:
UTILIZE/ENGAGE EMPTY SPACE • RELAY OF INFORMATION/INTERACTION • COLOR VARIETY

Figures 128-130.

Opaque

Focal Moments

Senses_Visual

1.0 THESIS PROPOSAL

Shine

(From Left, Clockwise) Figures 132-135.

Path Direction

Movement

Senses_Spatial

Open Space

(From Left) Figures 136-139.

Interaction

Smooth

Performance

Figure 131.

(From Left, Clockwise) Figures 140-143.
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ARTIST
BUREAU SLA, &
OVERTREDERS W
TITLE
PEOPLE’S PAVILION
PROJECT DATE
2017
PROJECT LOCATION
KETELHUISPLEIN,
EINDHOEN, NETHERLANDS

(From Top, Clockwise) Figures 144-146.

Designed to promote the value of a closed-loop, or “circular”, construction system, the People’s Pavilion
involves thinking beyond the life of the building so that little or no waste is produced as a result. In
creating this pavilion, Bureau SLA and Overtreders W used only borrowed or recycled materials, so it has
almost no ecological footprint. The colorful facade shingles are made from recycled plastic, exploring how
recycled plastic can be used in construction. The plastic for the shingles was sorted by color, and by doing
so, the designers were able to produce a range of different tiles, from pastel shades of pink and blue, to
a vibrant yellow hue. The recycled plastic is from households. One designer notes “I love the fact that you
should be able to recognize your own shampoo bottle.” Joined with manufacturer Govaplast, who plans to
put these tiles into production for mainstream use to encourage more architects and designers to work
with recycled plastic (Frearson, 2017).
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TAKEAWAYS:
MODULAR, INDIVIDUAL PIECES • RECYCLED MATERIALS • HOUSEHOLD WASTE PRODUCTS • COLOR VARIETY • CLADDING

Opaque

Figure 147.

Day vs. Night

Light Quality

(From Left, Clockwise) Figures 148-153.

Senses_Visual

1.0 THESIS PROPOSAL

Pattern

Human Scale

Senses_Spatial

(From Left) Figures 154-155.

Modularity

Smooth

Texture

(From Left, Clockwise) Figures 156-159.
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(From Top, Clockwise) Figures 160-163.
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N
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HILLSBOROUGH
BAY

GULF OF
MEXICO

TAMPA
BAY

HILLSBOROUGH
BAY

FLORIDA, U.S.A

2.0 Site

TAMPA, FL

2.1 Site Selection and Its Significance
Building upon the notion of using temporary structures to exhibit new architectural
ideas, I plan to utilize plastic waste as a new raw material. I will mold it into a new
form or “module” to be used in the assembly of a series of interactive structures in an
effort to create awareness of the issue of plastic waste in our culture of consumption.
These temporary structures can be assembled in one space, disassembled and reassembled in a new form with new experiences for another space, without creating
additional waste. This will subtly unravel the potential of plastics materially, spatially
and tectonically as an architectural intervention. By creating these pop-up interactive
structures for my thesis, I intend to bring awareness to this plastic waste issue while
simultaneously developing a new raw material for architectural design.

Figure 164.
2.0 SITE

Choosing a location in Tampa, FL is attributed largely in part
to the city’s direct access to water which empties on the edge
of the ocean. Nearly surrounded by water, this city could likely
be one of the major contributors to plastic waste entering the
Gulf of Mexico by way of Tampa Bay. A large river flows through
the downtown district. Hillsborough River, as it is named, leads
to the Seddon Channel, Garrison Channel, Hillsborough Bay,
and consequently into the Gulf of Mexico and the contiguous
oceans on the planet.
Along Hillsborough River are many tourist, business, recreation,
and residential locales. Any one of these can be a leading
contributor to improperly-disposed waste. Hotels, restaurants,
museums, and other tourist locations frequently provide
single-use plastics for visitors. Many offices and businesses
have employees who are often ordering delivery food or other
types of packages in disposable containers. Recreation activites
that incorporate plastic items that are cheaply made or can
easily break are sometimes abandoned in the parks. Residents
who live along the water generally appreciate the beauty of
the natural resources, though may not know or understand
the proper way to be less wasteful or dispose of their waste
properly.
For a city that is almost surrounded by water, there is a great
threat to plastic waste mismanagement leading to runoff or
disposal into the ocean. Luckily, there have been great strides
taken by the citizens of Tampa in regards to plastic usage and
waste. Many citizens are pressing for more to be done to curb
the use of plastic in their city. These motions signal that the
city is a prime location to install an urban installation within
the public space in order to continue this positive momentum.
The more people are aware of the issue, the sooner detrimental
actions of plastic usage will lessen.
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Figure 165.

2.2 Existing Site Conditions
The programming currently existing on the site contains: Tampa Museum of Art, Glazer

THESIS PORTFOLIO

Children’s Museum, Curtis Hixon Waterfront Park, Four Green Fields (restaurant),
Rivergate Tower Parking Garage, and William F. Poe Parking Garage. With art/tourist

12:00 p.m.
December 21st

attractions as well as a large outdoor public park, this site is an attraction that many
people frequent in downtown Tampa. Coupled with having a large amount of parking,
this area acts as a destination spot.

12:00 p.m.
June 21st

The site is well-maintained, with interactive public fountains which act as splash parks
(one located Adjacent to N. Ashley Drive, and the other alongside the Hillsborough
River, on the Tampa Riverwalk path.

Secondary
Vehicular Routes

12:00 p.m.
March 21st

Secondary
Vehicular Routes

Primary Vehicular
Route along North
Ashley Drive (N-S)
Hillsborough River
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Figure 166.

2.3 Topological Survey and
Applicable Zoning
The zoning map clearly shows that most of the area surrounding the site is zoned
2.0 SITE

for the Central Business District (CBD-1 and CBD-2). Across the Hillsborough River
are multiple zoning districts, including: Commercial General (CG), Residential MultiFamily (RM-24), Planned Development (PD) and Planned Development Alternative
(PD-A), and Office Professional (OP-1).

SIT
E

Legend
CG (COMMERCIAL GENERAL)
CBD-1 (CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT)
CBD-2 (CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT)
OP-1 (OFFICE PROFESSIONAL)
PD (PLANNED DEVELOPMENT)
PD-A (PLANNED DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVE)
RM-24 (RESIDENTIAL MULTI-FAMILY)
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Figure 167.

Park Legend
(From Top Left, Clockwise)

E
SIT

Amphitheater

Dog Park

Improved Trails

Playground

Restrooms
Available

Splashpad

Figures 169-174.

The parks closest to the site are listed below with the amenities each provides.
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Curtis Hixon
Waterfront Park
Kiley Gardens
Lykes Gaslight
Square Park

(No Listed Amenities)

MacDill Park
on the Riverwalk
Plant Park
Herman Massey
Park

(No Listed Amenities)

Figure 168.

HILLSBOROUGH
RIVER

2.4 Geographical, Natural, and
Historical Patterns

TAMPA
BYPASS
CANAL

Located midway down Florida’s west coast, about 25 miles east of the Gulf of Mexico, Tampa is bordered
on the south and west by the Hillsborough and Old Tampa bays. Downtown is divided by the winding
Hillsborough River, which originates northeast of the city and empties into Hillsborough Bay. The city’s
year-round semitropical climate is free from many of the extremes found elsewhere. Its most remarkable
feature is the summer thunderstorm season. On an average of ninety days from June through September,
late afternoon thundershowers sweep across the area, making Tampa one of the stormiest cities in the

OLD
TAMPA
BAY

TAMPA, FL
HILLSBOROUGH
BAY
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United States (City-Data).

Figure 175.

(From Top) Figures 176-179.

City of Tampa
Land Area:
112.1 Sq. Mi.

2.0 SITE

Elevation:
Sea Level to
about 48’-0”
above sea level

Average Annual
Precipitation:
44.8 inches

1936

1895

1903

1915

1921

1947

1956

1969

1976

(From Top Left, Clockwise) Figures 180-188.
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Temperatures:
January, 61.3° F
August, 82.7° F
Annual Average, 73.1° F
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2.5 Pedestrian and Vehicular Patterns and Connections
Tampa has 335,749 residents. Tampa is somewhat walkable,

In an open plaza space next to the Glazer Children’s Museum at the corner of E.

meaning that some errands can be accomplished on foot.

Cass St. and N. Ashley Dr., many locals, tourists, working adults, as well as parents

Tampa has some public transportation and is somewhat

with children will be frequenting this location. Coupled with the events along the

bikeable. Curtis Hixon Waterfront Park is the first spot in town

Riverwalk, the foot traffic should be consistent. Those who appreciate art will be

to have a Bike Share Station.

drawn to the installation as the Tampa Museum of Art is close by as well.

Clearwater

Tampa

St. Petersburg

Figure 191.
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[image by author]
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Chris Hickson Waterfront Park, Tampa, FL
Plaza is adjacent to the Glazer Children’s Museum and is populated by landscaping, a sprawling tiled area, and water
fountains. The plaza allows for free movement through space for locals and tourists alike.

(From Left, Clockwise) Figures 189-190.

Figure 192.

3.0 Program

3.1 Spatial Adjacencies, Connections, & Constraints
Utilizing on the size being located next to the Tampa Museum of Art and the Glazer Children’s Museum, programming will
3.0 PROGRAM

incorporate an artistic aspect of performance and eye-catching design. Acting as an extension of the museums, the site will host
an interactive urban intervention which will serve as a first-glance or focal point for people frequenting the area.

Artists

Figure 194.

Office Workers

Figure 195.

Though the site is large enough for an urban intervention which is roughly at most
50’ x 325’. Constraints which prevent the site from being much larger are: adjacent
road (N. Ashley Drive), landscaping (palm trees and planters), signage for Curtis Hixon

Teachers and
Students

Waterfront Park, and the interactive public fountain on the plaza.

SITE

Suburban
Residents
50’

’
325

Visitors
Cultural
Groups

Figure 193.

Figure 196.
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Downtown
Residents

3.1.1 Site Geometries
Polygonal shapes are derived when evaluating the distances
to other buildings along the edge of the site. The largest space
created is the center (blue) polygon, which represents the area
THESIS PORTFOLIO

immediately next to the proposed site area. As one moves further
from the site, the buildings nearby are visibly closer to one another
as shown by the smaller polygons created.

Creation of Space Through Pattern

Figure 197.

Looking at the adjacent buildings, and tracing the spaces between them, a new shape is created, comprised of three parts.
This shape can become a pattern or module to be replicated in the future design.

The spatial patterns within the site are similar to those in its
overall city context., though these are more closer in size. When
examining buildings on a larger scale, more flexibility is given as
to how the connections are created.
Possibly, if a larger area was examined, the polygons would likely
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be even closer in size.

Context Relation To Pattern

Figure 198.

While determining the spacing of the buildings further from the site, the polygons created are somewhat similar in size. This
result varies from the closer-up view of the site.

3.1.2 Spatial Arrangement & Enclosure
Without a dedicated or definitive entrance and exit, programming must be duplicated
or spread out through the urban intervention. Using found plastic waste from the
lines can be artfully intertwined with the built modules.
The urban intervention is likely to create a meandering path so as not to completely
obstruct the participant’s movement. Gentle guiding through the space will cause
a momentum slowdown, but will also direct the participant’s attention to the

3.0 PROGRAM

community as moments of “shock and awe”. Items such as fisherman netting and

informative spaces.

Populate the Site

Figure 199.

Create an urban canvas that can facilitate multiple users and programs. Starburst points act as moments where programming can be
inserted/determinded.

Translucent
Wall
Wall of Art and
Interaction

Reclaimed/
Found Plastic
Waste Objects

Exterior Display
Panels

Figure 200.

Having multiple entrances, exits, and paths of travel will increase the number of interactions that people will have with one another. The
intervention will act as an interrupter for the daily routine.
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Movement
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(From Left) View of intervention from street or inside Curtis Hixon Waterfront Park (East-West); View of intervention from
pedestrian plaza (North-South). View of intervention from buildings across the street from the plaza/park. The images
above are of a digital model experimenting with the possible organization of entries/exits, views, and space for movement
thoroughout the urban intervention.

3.1.3 Spatial Explorations in 3D
Conceptually, the designed urban intervention would have a few of the following

that community. The local plastic waste informs the residents of their own

spatial characteristics: a meandering path, moments of obstructed and unobstructed

destructive behavior, and the harm it is doing to the environment. By using these

views, multiple moments of entry and exit in all cardinal directions, varying widths

locally-found pieces as design elements, along with the recycled plastic modules

of pathways, and areas of collection and solitude. The intervention would likely also

made from consumer waste, a narrative will be constucted. This narrative will inform

incorporate locally-sourced plastic waste items in order to bring more awareness

the pedestrians moving through and around the space of the waste that is being

to the damage being done to the community in which this intervention would be

generated locally -- a problem that they can individually solve -- rather than a global

erected. The idea of bringing in the plastic waste from the specific community in

issue that may appear too big to address.

which the structure would be assembled, speaks to the actions of the people living in
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(From Left) View of intervention from street or inside Curtis
Hixon Waterfront Park (East-West); View of intervention
from inside Children’s Museum. (North-South). The images
to the right are of a physical model experimenting with
the use of found objects from the site. As the focus site
is Tampa, FL, the found objects to be incorporated in
this case are fishing nets from the waterways, such as
Hissborough Bay, bordering the downtown area.

3.1.4 Acoustics &
Enclosure

Sound covers 344 meters or 1128.61 feet
per second. In a person’s brain, sound
persists for a length of time up to 0.1
second. If 1128.61 ft x 0.1 = 112.861 ft, then
112.861 is the lenth of distance a sound
would need to cause an echo. For a
person standing in one spot to hear an
echo, the sound must travel a more than
the distance of 56.4305 feet away and
56.4305 feet back to the source.

3.0 PROGRAM

Calculation of an Echo

Reflection,
Reverberation, and
Absorption
Multiple reflections of sound waves are
called reverberations. When the material
the sound reaches is absorbent, the
sound is lessened and dulled. Diffusion
of sound is a solution to receive some
reverberation of sound, without a
cacophony of garbled noise. Finding a
balance of reverberation and absorption
is ideal.
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The images on the right look at the
reflection of sound within various spaces
which have smooth surfaces.

3.2 Development of Module

THESIS PORTFOLIO

Studies of geometric shapes, arrangement, and joinery led to
a variety of explorations with various materials (wood, plastic,
3D-printed material). From these explorations, a basic geometric
shape was decided upon to move forward with further studies,
given the below outcomes.

The triangular pieces with knotches along their edges,
interlocked with one another, appeared to resemble an
angular or “sharp” wave from the ocean. As this thesis is based
in Tampa, FL along the oceanfront, this seemed to symbolically
dictate the intention this thesis is attempting to illustrate.
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Six-Sided Modules

Five-Sided Modules

Four-Sided Modules

Three-Sided Modules

Five-Sided Modules

Four-Sided Modules

Three-Sided Modules

3.0 PROGRAM
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Further digital design led to creating interlocking pieces for
a 3D-printed arrangement. The connections for these pieces,
similar to the wooden pieces previously, are grooves along the
edges. These connections, however, are finger joints, rather
than groove joints. Also, the hollowed-out center allows for a
pin or dowel to be placed through the finger joints so as to bind
the connection.

x
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x

x

Earth - sphere

Digital Sphere

Figure 201.

Digital Sphere sliced along x, y,
and z axis

Digital Sphere triangle isolated

Digital Sphere triangle isolated

Sphere exploded triangles

Sphere isolated triangle

Equilateral Triangle curve of sides are
equidistant from
inscribed triangle

Relationship of triangle
side length to distance
corners curve inward
1’0” = 3 1/2” curve

Many shapes can be inscribed inside another, though to take
a look at plastic waste on a global scale, we can examine a
sphere - our Earth - as a symbolic shape in which a triangle can
be inscribed inside a sphere’s curved surface.
As the process to the right depicts, we begin with the spherical
Earth, model this digitally, then divide the sphere in half in the
x-axis, in the y-axis, and lastly in the z-axis. This division forms
eight equal parts or “hemispheres”. By isolating a single of
these parts, we have the isolated “triangle”. The corners of this
triangle are all at equal lengths from the center, creating an
equilateral triangle once the corners are connected. Each side
of the triangle has equal lengths at this moment, and when
we view the isolated “triangle” from a perspective, we see the
curve of its edges. If pieced back together with seven identical
parts, it can again become a sphere.
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For demonstration purposes, the isolated “triangle” has been
given dimensions that do not exceed 1’-0” along each edge and
3 1/2” in depth.

Sphere as modeled
digitally

Sphere sliced along x,y,
and z axis

x

x

x
Isolated Triangle

x

x
x

Equilateral Triangle
is inscribed, though
the corners have
been curved inward
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3.0 PROGRAM

The isolated “triangle” module is explored further as to how the
pieces can become connected. Interlocking into one another
can create a stacked formation with achieves the desired affect
of creating the imagery of an ocean wave, similar to how the
wooden interlocking triangles behaved.

THESIS PORTFOLIO
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This model was created with one standard-sized triangle module, which was
duplicated many times, then laser cut from a sheet of acrylic. The model was created
at 1/8” scale, and each triangle at full scale would have sides measuring 1’-0”. The
triangles were individually heated with a handheld heat gun over a glass sphere with
a diameter of two inches. Once each piece was heated and curved over the sphere,
they were let to cool. Once cooled, the triangles were hand painted with watercolor
Prisma markers to create an intentional blur of colors and transparencies on each
triangle. The variety of color represents the variety of plastic that can be combined to
create modules such as these at a larger scale. After each triangle is painted, they are
lashed together with a mildly-elastic plastic cable. On a large scale, these could be
adhered to one another with plastic cable ties. The resulting shape shows the various
forms that can organically be created from repetition of the same modular form.

As one of the primary intentions of this thesis is to bring
awareness to the plastic waste crisis, the renderings of the
plastic form indicate that the final modules will show some
indication of what the pieces of plastic were before they were
melted down into this form. The brand names and colors will
blend, but overall, the brand should still be legible if possible.
Many labels are made of paper, but for those that are printed
directly onto the plastic, these will remain as a reminder on the
modules of our destructive habits as consumers.

[image by author]

3.0 PROGRAM

All of the below items have been incorporated into the image
to the left.

(From Top Left to Right, By Row) Figures 202-209.

All of the below items have been incorporated into the image
to the right.

(From Top Left to Right, By Row) Figures 210-217.
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3.3 Sustainable Strategies & Environmental Systems
MOISTURE
BARRIER

OXYGEN
BARRIER

DISTORTION
TEMPERATURE

RIGIDITY

clear

good

good

155° F

high

high

high

high

The conditions of the plastic to be used fo this project is
dependent on the properties the plastic intrinsically -- is
it safe to be around? Will it melt in the summer sun? Does
it withstand normal forces of nature? How strong is it? What
color, transparency, and/or finish does it have?

hazy
translucent

excellent

poor

160° F

moderate

moderate

moderate

moderate

These and others are all important questions to consider when
choosing the type of plastic material to be used.
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good
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high
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Figure 218.

3.3.1 Shipping and Assembly
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Modules can be created at any size depending on the project,
so shipping can be calculated and arranged according to the
size box available, typically 12” X 12” being the smallest that
most projects will be using. For demonstration purposes, this is
the size chosen for the study modules (seen below).
Since the modules have the same thickness spread throughout
its form as well as an even curve, stacking is an efficient way
to pack the items for shipping. The modules are also durable
enough to not need packing paper or peanuts, thereby further
reducing plastic waste. The plastic does not dent, scratch, or
crack easily.
Figures 221-222.

Figure 219.
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Figure 220.

3.3.2 Production Process
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Project Parameters - Small Scale
Working from a small-scale, rather than large-scale production,
the limits to create plastic mold sizes for demonstration
purposes depend on a variety of factors, beginning with the
size module that is able to be created with the equipment
available. The oven used for creating modules for small-scale
demonstration purposes is a 5.4 cu. ft. Frigidaire brand with
dimensions listed to the right under image one.
The full process I followed for this demonstration is shown on
the opposite page.

Figure 223.

Typical Household Oven Dimensions

Space Available for Wooden Mold

Creation of Wooden Mold for Plastic Formation

[Useable Oven Interior Space]

[Allowing for Buffer Space, and for

[Width and Length of wooden mold will fit easily in oven if plastic cools too

1’-7 3/4”H x 1’-7 1/4”W x 2’-0 1/4”L

placement on oven rack]

quickly, since the plastic must be hot to be maleable enough to be formed].

1’-5 1/4”H x 1’-6 1/4”W x 1’-10 1/4”L

Each triangle void has 11”-long sides.
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Photos of the process from mold making to final form:

Wood is glued and stacked together in four
layers.

Wood is clamped to strengthen bond.

Eight pieces are glued in stacks of four. Two
CNC files are created for the forms.

The CNC files create the cut forms to be used
for molding the plastic modules.

The finished CNC forms are cleaned to be
used for molding the plastic modules.

The wooden mold is lined with parchment
paper so that the melted plastic won’t stick.

Strips of plastic are melted at 350° and
formed into rough triangle shapes.

Once maleable enough, plastic is added to
wooden mold to be clamped to final form.

The top of the mold is added to the bottom
to press the plastic into the curved module.

Clamps are tightened every 15-30 minutes
until plastic is fully cooled (about 2 hours).

Process of Removing Labels,
Lids/Caps/Spouts, and Cleaning
Figure 224.

Removal of
labels involves:
peeling,
scraping, and
soaking in liquid
or applying a
gentle heat to
loosen sticker
residue
For small-scale
projects, cutting
the plastic into
small pieces
with scissors
or box cutter is
sufficient

Process of Breaking Down Plastic

Figure 227.

Process of Melting Plastic in a
Conventional Oven

Process of Shaping Plastic in
Designated Form with a Mold

Figure 225.

Removal of
caps, lids,
spouts involves:
twisting, prying,
or pulling with
bare hands
or ordinary
pliers to sever
connection

The thinly-sliced
HDPE plastic will
be sorted by
complementary
colors for the
purpose of this
design project.

For largescale projects,
shredders
can be
implemented
Figure 228.

Using a baking
sheet with
a piece of
parchment
paper prevents
plastic from
sticking

Figure 226.

Cleaning involves:
washing with soap
and water, lightly
scrubbing; some
containers may
require soaking.
Plastic must be dry
before proceeding
to the next step.
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Original Plastic Container
Shapes and Colors Vary

Figure 229.

HDPE begins to
soften at 350°

After mixing
the melted
plastic, it willl
be added to
the mold. If
it begins to
harden, then
the mold can
be placed in
the oven to
reheat the
plastic.

The softened/melted
plastic can now be
shaped, twisted, and
added to the mold.

Clamping the
cooling plastic
in the mold
will create
a smooth
surface. With
the plastic
cooling, the
expectation is
it will contract,
so the clamps
will need to be
tightened.
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Process of Preparing HDPE Plastic
to Become Modules

A variety of colors is selected for this
project in order to better demonstrate
what materials in the typical household
are comprised of HDPE plastic. In this way,
awareness to the amount of plastic we
consume is illustrated.
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Project Parameters - Large Scale
Looking at the project in terms of feasibility on a large-scale,
the manufacturing process could consist of industrial-sized
ovens to heat the plastic for the mold press.

Industial Ovens such as the one pictured above with a

Industial Press Machines such as the one pictured above

conveyor belt, can be utilized to efficiently and evenly heat

with working pressure of 125 tons, can create modules at

plastic to create modules of any size needed.

any thickness desired.

[Useable Oven Interior Space] 2’-0”H x 4’-0”W x 15’-0”L

350°

The process of module formation can be similar to the previous module-shaping gig
process that was conducted for the small-scale modules. These steps can be done by
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machines in an automated assembly for increased efficiency.

Figure 230.

[Useable Press Interior Space] 1’-3.9”H x 10’-5.9”W x 10”L
Figure 231.

Final Form for Module
Thickness Variation
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Depending on the amount of melted plastic and the amount of pressure applied to the
mold, the thickness of the modules will vary. In order to have a consistent thickness, the
weight of the plastic will need to be measured before melting, and a mechanized system
will need to provide the pressure for the mold.

Brand Recognition
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By showing the brand name on the modules, individuals who happen to see the company
name are more likely to reflect on the idea that this plastic is post-consumer product.
This thesis aims to bring awareness to the issue of plastic waste. By understanding that
people are causing this problem, individuals may be more likely to curb wasteful habits.

3.4 Systems Integration
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Structural Connections (Non-Integral)

A variety of connection options can be utilized to connect the modules. Three options
are demonstrated on the opposite page: corner, center, or edge connection locations.
From these connections, additional attachments can be made to a structural system
or framework.
Corner Connection
By attaching the corners with
a single connector, an array of
triangle panels can easily be
createded in groups of three.
This connector type allows for
three panels to be joined at one
corner, minimizing the number
of connectors needed to create
a large massing of panels.

Perspective

Top View

Edge Connection
Connecting the panels along
their edges requires multiple
prongs in order to create
stability, otherwise the panels
can shift laterally. Two panels
are able to be joined with this
type of connection.
Perspective

Top View

Center Connection
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With a connector in the center
of the panel, more light is
able to permeate the panels
since the connector is less of
an obstruction. This piece can
connect four panels together
with the least amount of
material.

An example of how an array of these panels could be utilized is shown above. The parking deck located next to the proposed site, adjacent to the two museums, situated in the downtown Tampa area could give a
glimpse of what these panels could look like on a large scale.
Perspective

Top View
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Corner
Connection

Array of panels with corner connection - top view

Array of panels with center connection - perspective view

Array of panels with center connection - top view

Array of panels with edge connection - perspective view

Array of panels with edge connection - top view
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Edge
Connection

Center
Connection

Array of panels with corner connection - perspective view

3.4.1 Cladding System Assembly
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The cladding system is comprised of multiple layers: a framework to hold the panels
in place, connectors to affix to the plastic panels, and the plastic panels themselves.
The framework is then bolted or in other ways adhered to the building to create a
beautiful pattern of colors.

Assembly of triangle panels

Attachment fixings to connect panels to frame

Exploded assembly of triangle panels with attachment fixings and metal frame.
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Metal frame

d

un

so

sunlight

3.4.2 Cladding

Responses to the
Environment

sound

wind updraft
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For the triangle panels to successfully
function as a building cladding element,
their role in filtering light, sound,
and other external forces is critical.
Environmental forces can affect the way
that interactions within a space occur,
at what moments of the day, and the
frequency of these interactions.
Light filtering in through the recycled plastic panel is faint, but is able to show a bit of the
color from the triangle panel.

Light filtering in through the recycled plastic panel is faint, but is able to show a bit of the
color from the triangle panel.

Light filtering in through the recycled plastic panel is faint, but is able to show a bit of the
color from the triangle panel.

summer
equinox
fall/spring
equinox

Sound

Wind

Sunlight

Acoustics within a space is important to be able to control. If
noise from traffic is heard within a building, this can disrupt
daily activities within an office space. If a space is unaffected
by sound, this can benefit the quality of a theatrical or musical
performance. Sometimes buildings adopt to exterior sounds,
though this is not necessarily an intention upon initial design.

The risk of the cladding being dislodged by an updraft of wind
can be a danger posed to other buildings, objects below, though
especially people. The fittings for the triangles to attach to the
frame needs to be strong enough to resist any wind current.

Often buildings are designed without much thought given to
how sunlight will affect the interior space. Ideally, all buildings
would account for geographic location in relation to the solar
path above the given site. Since this is not always the case,
cladding can help to mitigate over exposure to sunlight, allowing
light to be filtered more gently into the interior spaces.
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winter
equinox

Panel Response to Environment | WIND
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The triangle panel is tested against a water vapor air diffuser. This test is to determine
the path that a wind current would take when confronted with the panel as a cladding
system in a real-world setting.
For the wind testing setup, tools used were: glue, accelerator,
an eyedropper, fishing line, a water vapor source, a black
backdrop, a tripod, and a video camera.
The water vapor source is not able to be angled horizontally
due to it not being “watertight”, so the study required a vertical
setup, rather than a horizontal setup. In this vertical study, it
was determined that the panel would be suspended above the
water vapor source to “impede” the path that the water vapor
would take when encountering the panel.
Assembly for the setup included cutting equal lengths of fishing
line which were glued to the corners of the triangle panel. This
allowed the panel to hang levelly from an overhead point.
A glue accelerator was then applied to the glue, providing a
stronger bond for the glue to the panel. The fishing line was
tied in a knot at the ends and hung a determined length away
from the water vapor source. The panel was then suspended
from a stationary point to keep the panel in place. The water
vapor source (oil air diffuser) was placed beneath the panel
in order for the water vapor, acting as the wind source, to be
“blown” towards the panel.

The above image (shown as the triangle panel in a concave position) is a compilation of multiple pictures of water vapor, blown from a perpendicular
angle to the panel, over a time period of 1 minute.
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Test (in top right image) shows that the “wind” is blocked
entirely if it is being blown perpendicular to the panel. Test (in
bottom right image) shows that the “wind” is partially blocked
by the panel though when “wind” is from a slight angle, it may
slip past the panel. Test (in far right image) shows the panel in
a concave postion; the “wind” in this scenario is blocked by the
panel, then billows out horizontally.

The above image (shown as the triangle panel in a concave position) is a compilation of multiple pictures of water vapor, blown from an approximate
45 degree angle to the panel, over a time period of 1 minute.

3.0 PROGRAM
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The above image (shown as the triangle panel in a concave position) is a compilation of multiple pictures of water vapor, blown from a perpendicular angle to the panel, over a time period of 1 minute.

Panel Response to Environment | SUNLIGHT
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The triangle panels are arrayed as a cladding system on the wall of a parking deck
as indicated in the rendering on page 58. The renderings with sunlight specific to
time of day and location indicate how the panels would affect the interior of a space
throughout the day. The shadows and colors cast on the floor and walls of the parking
deck are shown in the following renderings.

(Left) The image indicates the light and color being filtered
in through the open sides of the parking deck. At 9:30 am,
the sun is able to permeate the side of the parking deck,
and through the strip of light, a flood of color is shown on
the floor of the deck.
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(Right) With a look at multiple levels of the parking deck, it
is clear that with the height of the sun, some floors receive
more light than others. The colors on the floor create
a sort of mosaic with all the blends of plastic from the
panels being used as cladding.
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Modules as Urban Intervention

The assembly to the left is an array of plastic triangle panels,
fastened together by corner connections attached to a metal
framework. The panels can be connected in a variety of ways,
though the corner connections do not block natural sunlight
from entering between the panels. The metal framework can
be lessened to fewer connections depending on the strength
of the framework.
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The triangle panels are arrayed as a cladding system on the wall of a parking deck as indicated in the rendering on page 58.
The renderings with sunlight specific to time of day and location indicate how the panels would affect the interior of a space
throughout the day. The shadows and colors cast on the floor and walls of the parking deck are shown in the following renderings.

The exploded axon below demonstrates the order in which the
array of panels would be assembled.
metal connections
to corners of panels
horizontal metal
bars for framework

(Left) Aerial view of one possible configuration of the
triangle panels to create an urban intervention

vertical metal bars
for framework
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Plastic Triangle
Panels

PAGE 66
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Entry/Exit
Plastic Donation/
Collection/Recycle Bin

East Elevation

West Elevation

North Elevation

South Elevation
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With any number of possible configurations for these panels, an example is shown
below, demonstrating what possible spaces can be created and how this intervention
would interact with the site.

Top View

(Page Opposite) View of urban intervention as approaching from the north (direction of Tampa Children’s Museum and parking deck)
(Above) View inside urban intervention with light affects and interaction with panels as well as collection of plastic.
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Just on the inside entries of the structure
are bins for plastic collection so that
more panels can be created for future
urban interventions or cladding in other
areas of the city.
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